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IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC
As a direct consequence of the
pandemic and lockdowns,
CherYsh'a projects at the field
came to a halt.
This annual report highlights
the work that was done in 2020
before the lockdown and
January 2021 onwards when we
were able to resume our
projects.
While our work was on hold, we
saw the importance of
recording the social, economic
and other impacts of the
pandemic on the communities
of Haliyal. These stories were
shared on The CherYsh Posts.
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EDUCATE
UPDATES
Shiksha Project
Shikshas were focused on exam preparations
during the first three months of 2020. As the
lockdown was announced, government
schools and Shikshas were closed.
Despite urban areas moving to online modes
of education and work, this was impossible in
rural areas such as Haliyal. As a result,
government schools and CherYsh Shikshas
remained closed from March 2020 to August
2020.
Government schools opened in August;
teachers reached students through CherYsh
Learning Facilitators. Assignments and
classwork were given to the LFs for various
grades who then conducted Shikhsa classes
in community spaces to help students. Safety
protocols like maintaining social distance,
and mandatory masks were followed. The
Shiksha model of working in community
spaces to teach children proved helpful.
Schools and shikshas were closed again
because of the rising risk of COVID in
Karnataka. It was in January 2021 that
schools reopened, only for senior students.
Shikshas were reopened across villages,
functioning at half capacity and many other
safety measures were in place. All Shikshas,
junior and senior, were fully functioning by
the beginning of March.
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e-Shiksha Project
CherYsh launched a Digital Education Projecte-Shiksha in partnership with The PiJam
Foundation to provide digital facilities for
teaching and learning, building technical
infrastructure and knowledge at the village level
in Haliyal. The aim is to improve the quality of
education, focus on computer science, and work
against the widening rural-urban divide due to
the pandemic.
The e-Shiksha Model digitises the existing
shikshas with low-cost open source technology
and Raspberry Pis. The curriculum includes
digital computing, digital making, etc. Learning
Facilitators will become TechTeachers; rural
students will access digital education, making a
pathway for rural girls and women into digital
education.
Training of 15 Learning Facilitators
3-day in-person training for 15 Learning
Facilitators was conducted in February to launch
the project with PiJam trainers. The LFs were
quick to learn and apply the lesson they learned
on coding platforms like Scratch, Python and
developed a good understanding of physical
computing using Raspberry Pis.
Online training sessions for e-Shiksha LFs
followed this training.
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Macarme Art Training
A women's livelihood group was formed in
Halamaddi Village. This group received training on
Macarme Art at Gadag. Even during the pandemic,
the group continued to create and sell some pieces
locally during functions and weddings.
Terracotta Jewellery Training
Madnalli is a village well known for pottery and has
relevant resources for terracotta jewellery
available locally. Trainers identified by CherYsh
conducted terracotta jewellery training. This
training was attended by 10 women
Kitchen Enterprise training
A solar-powered roti/ papad machine is provided
to them by Selco Foundation. The group also
received two sets of trainings on its operation,
usage and maintenance.
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Sugarbud Nursery Enterprise
The pandemic destroyed incomes and livelihoods
across rural India. This only motivated the Sugarbud
Enterprise to get back to production.
With capital support from CherYsh, the group
entered their production season strong. This time
they worked completely independently. Right from
set-up, even to marketing to farmers via Facebook,
they worked hard to make their season a success.
They produced and sold over 2 lakh saplings (crosscheck with Savitri) this season.
Mundwad Shawls and Stoles Group sells online
Exhibitions were ruled out for the group because of
the pandemic. But the group made a huge number of
sales online. A Hundred Hands, which the group is a
member of, publicised the group on Instagram. A
majority of the group's stock was sold via
Instagram,
Kitchen Enterprise becomes solar-based
A solar-powered roti/ papad machine is provided to
them by Selco Foundation. The Enterprise starts
production of papads, kadak rotis and supplies at
local festivals. They also provided samples at
supermarkets and stores in Haliyal town.
Mask production by Zarina
Zarina, a woman from Jogankoppa village and her
daughter were provided support to start a venture
making masks.
CherYsh bought these masks to be provided to or
staff, Learning Facilitators and students across all
Shikshas.
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